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Since the 1970’s two trends have prevailed in the «world of ex
Libris» as regards its purpose and meaning. For the more
conservative or purists the ex Libris must keep its traditional relation
with the books of which they denote ownership, otherwise any
print, no matter how artistic, will cease to be legitimately called an
‘ex Libris’. To those then, the utility or purpose of the print was
paramount over its aesthetical merit.
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On the contrary, for the modernists, sprung mainly from graphic arts
lovers and collectors, an “ex Libris” can be a miniature graphic
artistic print with no connection with books and used primarily as a
collectible item and for exchanging purposes.
This trend increased with the remarkable output of high quality
prints, using various engraving techniques made by Artists, from
the former Iron Curtain Central and Eastern European countries,
where the graphic arts were highly encouraged after the World War
II.
It had as a counterpart, the growing interest of amateur print
collectors mainly from North and Central Western European
countries, to whom the purpose and function of an artistic small
print as a mark of book ownership was utterly secondary. Its
comparative low cost and easiness to guard was a further asset. The
latter trend has been preponderate among participants – organizers,
artists, collectors, juries - at the FISAE Congresses ever since.
However, what remains true is that to many ex Libris lovers, apart
from sticking to its original purpose, ex Libris should have intrinsic
artistic value in order to deserve being an object of collection.
And Marius Martinescu ex Libris are an excellent example of this.
Marius Martinescu was born in Romania, in 1965, and lives at
present in Paris, France, having obtained a Diploma from the Fine
Arts High School N. Tonitza, Bucharest, in 1985, and graduated with a
B.A. in Engraving and Graphic Arts from the The University of Arts,
Bucharest, in 1997.
For two consecutive years – 2000 - 2001 - was awarded the Elisabeth
Greenshields Foundation Grant, (Montreal, Quebec, Canada), “one of
the most prestigious grants available to emerging figurative artists”,
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and in 2003 became a U.S Resident based on Exceptional Ability in
the Field of Arts.
His works – engravings, drawings and paintings, – have been
exhibited in several countries, denoting a powerful and puzzling
imagery with strong influences from the Renaissance.
Marius Martinescu reveals a unique passion for the art of the human
form, and in his own words «always developing the image around the
human spirit trying to connect the image with ’the unseen world of
imagination’ that can be revealed by the eyes, hands and heart of the
artist».
Thus, his works are not easy to interpret, requiring a deep look so as
to catch its often occult meaning and symbolism. The artist
considers working in free graphics «very important since it allows him
to make technical experiments and take challenges in composition».
His contact with ex Libris begun, in 1995, with the submission of
works to the «International Competition The World of Ex Libris»,
organized by the Belgrade Ex-Libris Circle.
Unlike many contemporary ex Libris artists, Marius Martinescu ex
Libris do reveal a personal style founded in an original
interpretation of the themes chosen, and in the engraving and the
printing techniques masterly used, mainly etching. His Ex Libris
creations also unveil at first glance several features of his personality
among which an acute sensitiveness

and passion in the

materialization of the concept behind the final work.
Endowed with an innate drawing and design ability his sketches are
steps in the reflection of the final composition, which is invariably
harmonious and balanced, despite the manifest difficulties caused
by the reduced dimensions of an ex Libris.
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His subtle interpretation of the themes however complex, always
involve the handling, with invulgar mastery, of fine details, whether
it is human or animal faces, hands, or eyes expression.
Many of his ex Libris are imbued with the teachings of the
Renaissance, in which symbolism, the role of depth in a print
through linear perspective and foreshortening, and the sfumato
technique, enhancing the realism of faces and figures were
paramount. And it must be stressed that in a print, namely using the
etching technique, this is not an easy task to achieve.
Lettering and its consistent inclusion in the composition, often
disregarded by fellow ex Libris artists, namely legends or the
owner’s name, also deserve particular attention from the Artist.
And all this allied with skilful printing techniques with the use of
suitable colouring mixed with black and white, enhancing the
drawing and the composition.
In the etching technique, by using both black and white and colours
in his prints, the artist must master the suitable different times of
exposure to acid, so that the desired contrast, shaded areas and
details can be obtained in the final print.
Marius prints are a fine example of this accomplished printing
technique.
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Death and the Maiden, Opus 34 (12,5 x 8,3 cm.)
Dr. Horstfried Masthoff, C3/Gold leaf, 2015

In the Death and the Maiden ex Libris, the Artist worked in an
original manner upon a classical theme rooted in ancient myths and
common in the Renaissance, reminding that life is ephemeral and
mortality is human’s fate: a winged skeleton touching with his hand
the shoulder a young naked woman looking lofty, with laurels on
her hair and (symbolising beauty and pride), her head and body
being gradually involved by a net of threads, symbolizing Life, her
hand holding a ball of thread from which emerges one of the
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symbols of Vanitas (Wisdom) - the French horn. And yet the whole
composition does not include any of the erotic signs typical of this
classical theme, but rather a faint allusion of sensuality and joy of
life. Intriguing is the staircase visible below the Maiden’s elbow
which might be an allusion to the path to heaven or hell after death.
The duality of Death and the Maiden is enhanced by the clever use
of two different colours.

Sic Transit Gloria Mundi – Vanitas, Opus 30 (18x18,5 cm)
Joseph Burch, C3/Die cutting, 2014

The Vanitas ex Libris, as the theme indicates, aims at expressing in
an eloquent manner Man eternal conflictive relation with Death,
having as its central motif, not a skull, but a standing skeleton symbol of Death – holding a huge clock mechanism, surrounded by
other objects in a combined and balanced representation which
symbolize Vanitas and Mortality.
Beauty - a naked woman hiding her face by holding a mask looking
at a mirror, with her legs inside an hourglass; Wisdom, represented
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by arts and sciences, a human figure with a clock mechanism with a
helix propeller on top, stretching his arm onto a book with the
owner’s name inscribed. To these were added other symbols of the
transience of life, like the small butterfly or the hourglass and the
‘stillness’ of death or the resurrection and eternal life, represented
by the still insect, and finally a sailing ship. All these elements are
accomplished

in

a

harmonious

fashion

within

the

whole

composition. It may be considered as an admirable modern
interpretation of a classical art theme.

Don Quixote – Opus 37 (12,3x14,2 cm.)
Zhang Tongqing, C3, 2015

Don Quixote has been one of the favourite themes of contemporary
ex Libris lovers and collectors, even if many have never read
Cervantes masterpiece and so with an impressive number of ex
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Libris made by different artists. Yet Marius ex Libris is original and
powerful, the print being almost fulfilled with Don Quixote, his
galloping "Rocinante", the faithful witful servant Sancho Panza
reading a book, and the windmill sails on the background, the
whole composition being enhanced and contrasted by the use of
colouring and its shades.

Chroniques de France – Opus 16 (10x10cm.)
Manuel Valls, C3/Die cutting/Gold Leaf Collage, 2012

The ex libris of the French politician Manuel Valls - Prime Minister
of France, former Minister of the Interior and former Mayor of Évry
(2001–2012) – evokes the famous Grandes Chroniques de France – a
richly illuminated manuscript with a compilation of the history of
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France, since the Franks which might be seen as a most suitable
theme for a historian and eminent politician.
The composition is dominated by a huge open book representing
the Chroniques de France with a half-naked voluptuous woman in
sexy outfit seated in front, holding a brush as if working on the
manuscript.
This apparently controversial element, seen at first glance, is a
metaphor of France as a beautiful woman, the key of the image
being the gesture of writing (or painting) in a direct allusion to arts
and the bibliophile.
At the bottom two women, one holding a sword and the other a
flag, with the 'Fleurs de Lys' of the Capétien dynasty with a medieval
city background intended to symbolise courage and patriotism.
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Géométrie Culturelle – Opus 12 (9,3x13cm.)
Jacques Longuet, C3/ die cutting/Gold
Leaf Collage, 2011

The ex libris of Jacques Longuet – Associate Professor of history
geography, deputy mayor for culture and patrimony of the city of
Évry, Vice-president of Société Historique et Archéologique d’Évry et du
Val de Seine and author – combines a coin with a semi-nude woman
on the obverse, holding a book on her right hand with the
inscription “Quo Vadis” and an apple with a worm coming out on
her left hand.
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The woman - as a source of inspiration for artists, writers and
intellectuals – reading a book related with the eternal quest on
issues crucial to the future, and the apple a symbol for knowledge,
immortality and temptation, since the Renaissance.
At the top, coming out of a polyhedron with numbers inscribed, a
hand holding a compass with its base point in the coin. Overlaying
the polyhedron a figurate number represented in the form of a
triangular grid of 21 points, the triangle being an ancient symbol of
the Deity and an exoteric reference, as in the ´Pythagorean Theorem´
of Euclid and also alluding to Geometry.
According to the Artist «the great hand is an allusion to the Creator
- the God that oversees all human action, and Geometry as the base
of all human knowledge, being primordial for the visual arts - as
primary source for trying to understand the Universe and its
creation».
But why call it ´Géométrie Culturelle´?
Considering that Geometry is concerned with questions of shape,
size, volumes, relative position of figures, and the properties of
space, since the time of Thales and Euclid, the Artist conveys the
idea of Culture «as a form of spiritual conquest that develops daily
without a precise form, but being rather in continuous movement
and that without having borders and precise limits, one cannot
continue to grow and have access to other cultural horizons».
So behind its apparent simplicity this ex libris does display a high
cultural and intellectual consistency most fitting to a reputed
historian.
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Battle of the Sexes – Opus 28 (13,4x16,8 cm.)
Corrie Wallaard, C3, 2014

Another powerfully accomplished composition, in which the
symbols used - being by nature both multivalent and ambiguous allow various possible meanings, is given by the Battle of the Sexes ex
Libris.
The central motif is a woman, with a serpent bracelet in the forearm,
and a man bending down apparently fighting, the former having on
her back a Centaur - representing the struggle between good and
evil, moderation and excess, passion and propriety, forgiveness and
retaliation, belief and unbelief, god and beast -, from which head
springs a tree – symbol of life, and in counterpart the latter having
on his back, a mounted Amazon or the goddess Artemis – the Divine
Feminine, facing the Centaur.
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On the background there stands Eros or Cupid - the god of love with a bow and arrows looking down to the fighting couple, and on
the right closing the composition, an aqueduct having underneath
what seems to be a maze or a labyrinth, suggesting a symbolic of
spiritual pilgrimage, and a double-walled well, which can be
associated with the womb, a symbol of birth and fertility.

Ship of the Fools – Opus 31 (11,5x16,8 cm.)
T. V & T. W (Vogelvanger, Tjalling and Vogelvanger, Thea),
C3/Die Cutting, 2014

In the Ship of the Fools ex Libris the Artist got inspiration again from
another theme taken from classical literature, The Republic, Book 8,
where Plato discerns over democracy as a stable political solution
since it offers freedom but neglects the demands of proper statecraft
(cf. Anja Steinbauer. The Ship of Fools: Plato & Democracy, in
Philosophy Now, Volume 101, March/April 2014, p. 6).
Plato illustrated his account with the famous allegory the Ship of
Fools, describing a journey of a ship, led by an incompetent Captain,
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on which ignorant sailors, compete with one another to take over
the helm of the ship and lead it to destruction. A recurrent theme in
Art made famous by Hieronymus Bosh’s famous painting.
Marius Martinescu chose to include a ship with waiving sails, seven
passengers, including men and women, apparently in disorder,
holding or surrounded by various symbols of Vanitas – mirror, horn
-, a square, a telescope, an hourglass, a helix-propeller and a basket
nest.

Opus 17 (14,8x13 cm.) for Willem van de Weerd

The legend of Lady Godiva, an Anglo-Saxon noblewoman has its
roots in the Middle Age and was popularized in songs and poems,
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telling the story of how she rode naked on horseback through the
deserted streets of Coventry in order to convince her husband to
lessen taxation levied on the citizens. Later versions of the legend
added the figure which became known as the “Peeping Tom”, after
the name of a citizen who disobeyed the Lady’s command watching
her riding naked.
Marius Martinescu ex Libris has all the main elements of the legend,
representing Lady Godiva naked, riding her standing out horse
through the city. She is encircled by a roundlet with the owner’s
name inscribed upon it, and within the circle in the background, one
can perceive the ‘Peeping Tom’ character.
The theme chosen may be a soft version of the erotic theme, so dear
to this known Dutch ex Libris collector.
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Wine and Grapes – Opus 19 (14x9,1 cm.)
Dusan Salatic, C3/Die Cutting/Gold Leaf Collage, 2013

In Vino Veritas – This theme and other related, also quite popular
among collectors, are also often employed in hidden erotic ex Libris,
representing voluptuous naked women, the Latin phrase having
been attributed to Pliny, the Elder and popularized by Erasmus’
Adagia.
In this ex Libris the Artist chose as central theme Bacchus - the god of
wine, agriculture, and fertility of nature -, as an old bearded god,
holding a drinking cup, with other of his traditional attributes: vines
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and twirling ivy accompanied by a Maenad, one his female
followers, holding a bottle. Both are standing on an oak barrel
stomping on the grapes.

Worship of the Sun – Opus 27 (10,3x18,2 cm) Erwin Meerkens & Rita Houben, C3 with die-cut to
shape with gold, 2013

Associated today with pagan cults, the veneration of the Sun as a
deity has its roots in remote antiquity and in several ancient cultures
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- Egyptian, Indo-European and Meso-American – which shared the
worship of the Sun and developed solar-based religions. The Sun
was seen as the fountain of light and life, thus having a prominent
role in all aspects of human existence and considered to be a source
of wisdom.
Solar deities could assume the form of a Sun God or a Sun Goddess,
as a celestial deity representing the sun or one of its aspects, for
example, in ancient Egypt, in Mesopotamia – in the Sumerian and
Akkadian civilisations - among the Indo-European peoples, where it
stood as a symbol of divine power, and also present in Indo-Iranian,
Greco-Roman, and Scandinavian mythology, or in the preColumbian civilizations of Mexico and Peru.
In this complex but accomplished composition the Artist chose to
interpret a synthesis of the concept: Sun – Biosphere – Humanity
- Animal life, representing the Sun as a Sun Goddess bearing the solar
disc as a mask and emerging from a cone that represents the
Biosphere.
The solar disc incorporates the “Wheel of the Year” symbolizing the
Four Seasons or Solar Festivals – the changing of the seasons caused
by the Sun -, and the Fire Festivals which celebrate plant and animal
life-cycles, all representing the various states of nature and its
interconnection with man, fauna, and flora.
The names of the Four Seasons are inscribed: Yule - Winter Solstice,
celebrating the rebirth of the Sun; Ostara - Spring Equinox; Litha –
Summer Solstice – glorifying the Sun; and Mabon – Autumn
Equinox, with roots in the Druid, Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, and
Germanic ancient traditions.
Then follow the Four Festivals: Imbloc, one of the four Celtic Fire
Festivals, commemorating the changing of the Goddess from the
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Crone to the Maiden; Beltane – 30 April – 1 May, the Celtic May Day;
Lammas, the feast which commemorates the funeral games of Lugh,
Celtic god of light, and son of the Sun; and the Samhain – Halloween
– October 31.
The Biosphere – the sum of all ecosystems, including nature, man,
and animal life and all that is made possible by the Sun that shines
upon the Earth – is represented by the shape of an inverted cone. In
the Cone´s vertex, closing the composition, there is a stylized
hemisphere from which there emerges a man whose left hand holds
the base of the Cone.
The female figure representing the Sun Goddess, having half of her
body inserted in the cone – Biosphere – transmits the idea of a
“vehicle” that connects the Sun with the Earth, bringing life and
making it possible. The die cutting of the plate has an overall
positive effect because it enhances the visual impact of the print.
In conclusion, this ex libris reveals not only an intelligent and quite
original interpretation of this difficult theme, in a harmonious
composition, but is a hymn to ancient beliefs of mankind – the
harmony between Man and Nature, and the central role of the Sun
as the giver of Life on Earth.
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Aldo Manuzio – Opus 38 (10,9x13,8 cm) Artur da Mota Miranda, C3, 2015

Finally, the Aldo Manuzio (1515-2015) ex Libris made for Artur Mota
Miranda - the deacon of Portuguese collectors and editor of this
volume – is among one of the most talented recent works of the
Artist.
In order to include several references to Aldo Manuzio’s life and
works as an editor and scholar, keeping proportions without
affecting the balance of the composition, Marius Martinescu wisely
recurred to different kinds of perspectives.
The composition is dominated by a square, drawn in isometric
perspective - allowing visual representation of three-dimensional
objects in two dimensions – representing a printing press,
Manuzio’s emblem as an editor and printer - a Dolphin wrapped
around an Anchor - believed to have been taken from a Roman coin,
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offered by his friend the humanist scholar Pietro Bembo, and a hand
holding what seems an engraving tool. Manuzio’s motto - Festina
lente – is depicted on the opposite side, on a leaf of an in octavo book
held down by the other hand.
The central motif includes in the forefront, a representation of
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, attributed to Francesco Collona, printed in
1499, by Manuzio’s press and above, the latter’s portrait and those
of two of his friends Dante Alighieri and Pietro Bembo. At the top,
using now the Byzantine perspective, an open book in octavo - one of
Manuzio’s revolutionary inventions in the art of printing - and
inside it, in a linear or Renaissance perspective, the image of the
printer’s house in Venice where he established the famous
Neacademia Dei Filelleni.
From the aforesaid book there come out multiple folios with the
names of several classical Greek authors, from Plato to Aristotle,
whose works were published by Aldo Manuzio, ending with the
folio with his motto, described above.
The other texts were inserted so that “the viewer will have an almost
synoptic view, perceiving them at a glance and seconds after, dissociating
them by image, location and meaning”, as the Artist confided me.
The whole work lays then, in an ingenious manner, in the hidden
perspectival composition and in the use of text, inviting the viewer
to explore the print, finding details which, far from being
superfluous, are harmoniously inserted in the whole of the
composition.
The past four decades have witnessed a worldwide exponential
increase of artists engraving ex Libris using the more diverse
techniques, meeting with variable success, an expansion in demand
mainly from avid collectors who seek ex Libris for exchange.
International contests/exhibitions have also multiplied, namely
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those organized on the occasion of FISAE Congresses helping the
artists to be known by an ever larger audience of ex Libris lovers.
And it has become a rule in these international events to evaluate
and judge the artist’s works through the threefold criteria of
aesthetic, artistic, and technical merit together with its originality.
Well, most of Marius Martinescu ex Libris, namely those
commented above and illustrated, do comply with the above
criteria, despite having not yet won many prizes in this type of
events.
In the vast galaxy of contemporary ex Libris there are many, that
although with high artistic merit and technically perfect, are
soulless. On the contrary, Marius Martinescu has the ability of
impregnating his creations with a poetical dimension which cannot
but touch sensitive souls.
Recognition is often hard to achieve from the less endowed in
evaluating high artistic expression, but I am certain that Marius
Martinescu’s ex Libris will be in the near future duly acknowledge
by serious collectors and ex Libris lovers, for he is an outstanding
Artist.
José Vicente de Bragança
Caparica – Portugal, March 2015
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Solo Exhibitions
2002 Studio d’Artiste 225, Chicago, USA
2004 Art Exhibition "Questions", A-Forest Gallery New York, U.S.A.
2008 Agora Gallery, New York, USA
2009 130 Gallery, Kobe, Japan

2012

One man show printmaking and drawing "Amarica Gallery" Paris,
France

International Exhibitions
1995 The World of Ex Libris – Exlibris & their Artists” International
Competition, Belgrade, Serbia
1996 Salon de dessin « Le corps humain », Galeries « Arta et Place Enescu »,
Brasov, Roumanie
1997 International Exlibris Competition 1997 - Fairy Tales, Sint Niklaas, Belgium
1999 International Exlibris Competition “Guido Gezelle” 1999, Bruges,
Belgium
2000 Georgetown Annual International Fine Arts Competition, Frasier
Gallery, Washington, D.C.
2001 21st Annual Print Exhibition at Artlink. Fort Wayne, Indiana
Stage Gallery, Merrick, N. Y., U.S.A.
2003 Art Exhibition "SPIRITUS" CCT-Gallery, Chicago, U.S.A.
2005 Art Exhibition "Beyond New York" A-Forest Gallery New York U.S.A.
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& Kobe, Japan
2006 International Art Exhibition (Show) "Inner Quest" A-Forest Gallery
New York, U.S.A.
2011 VI International Competition Ex Libris Biblioteca Di Bodio Lomnago
«Cinema, The Dream Machine», Italy
2012

2013



International XXXIV FISAE Ex Libris Competition, Finland



"Journee de L'estampe Contemporaine"- Place Saint Sulpice-Paris



Premio Santa Croce Exlibris Piccola Grafica, Italy



Art-Printmaking Exhibition Fondation Taylor-Pointe et Burin
(L’Association des artistes peintres, sculpteurs, architectes,
graveurs et dessinateurs dite Fondation Taylor)



International Ex-Libris Competition «Wine And Grapes», Novi
Sad - The Cultural Centre „Art Workshop Sremski Karlovci“
And The Ex Libris, Association of Vojvodina, Serbia



International Biennal Show XI Edition “ Grafica Ed Ex Libris” Omagio a Luigi Servolini” -, Marzo-Aprile, Casale Monferrato,
Italy

2015



International Biennal Show XII Edition “ Grafica Ed Ex Libris” “Ommagio ad Adolfo de Carolis” -, Marzo-Aprile, Casale
Monferrato, Italy



International Contest of Ex Libris “Aldo Manuzio from the folio
to the paperback”, Association Unitas Onlus, Bassiano, Italy
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Awards
2000/2001

Elizabeth Greenshields Art Award (granted $ 10.000 CAD)

1999

International Exlibris Competition “Guido Gezelle” 1999, Bruges,
Belgium - Honorable Mention

2011

VI International Competition Ex Libris Biblioteca Di Bodio
Lomnago «Cinema, The Dream Machine» - Special mention of
the Jury

2015

International Contest of Ex Libris “Aldo Manuzio from the folio
to the paperback”, Association Unitas Onlus, Bassiano, Italy –
Worth Mention

Member
1997

Artists Union of Romania (Graphics Department)

2010

Maison des Artistes, Paris, France

2014

Graphia BOEKMERK, Belgium
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